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EIA General Assembly,
Hamburg, 26 March 2010

Dear Members and Non-Members,
We are pleased to present the latest EIA Newsletter with the summary of the most
important events which took place in the last 3 months. We would like to draw your
attention to the article about General Assembly & Port Hinterland Round Table, which
gathered the most important market players. In this issue you can find also information
about newest Marco Polo call for projects. The last paragraph is dedicated to the upcoming
events so that you can easily plan your agenda for the next months. We hope that you will
enjoy reading the Newsletter!
Best wishes in the next challenging months,
EIA Team

New members
EIA would like to officially welcome its new members!
GEODIS
GEODIS BM Multimodal is actually the leader on French intermodal transport market. With
more than 70 years of experience, it deals with about 800 containers, 230 container
chassis, and 170 wagons to manage 250 round trips each day.

Hafen Hamburg Marketing
Hafen Hamburg Marketing is a public-private-partnership concentrating itself on the
communication strategy of the Port of Hamburg. It composed of about 250 members, most
of them from Hamburg metropolitan region. Hafen Hamburg Marketing deals with Press
relations, publications and videos, market research, event marketing, exhibitions, and
online marketing.
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JSC Lithuanian Railways
JSC Lithuanian Railways is an independent railways company, managed by the local
administration, and appointed by the Lithuanian authority. The geographic position of
Lithuania has determined the future of Lithuanian railways as a transit country, a small but
significant part in the East - West Line. About 70% of the transportation is international. In
2009, JSC Lithuanian Railways won the 9th annual European “Intermodal Award” for best
practices competition.
Sofia Yana Intermodal Terminal
First intermodal Terminal Freight Village in Bulgaria. It will open in July 2010. This terminal
is located in the cross point of three Pan European transport corridors (4, 8, and 10), at the
existing Yana Railway Station. Ecologistics, the operator of the terminal, can also use 35
kilometers of private network of tracks around terminal, 5 private railway stations, and 4
private shunting locomotives.

Policy at EU level
Internalisation of external costs
During a three-hour meeting at the European Parliament (14/01/2010), the new
commissioner for transport, Siim Kallas, had to answer to some MEPs questions about
transport contribution in CO2 emissions in Europe. Mr Kallas said that, in the future,
operators of all modes of transport will have to internalize external costs. The EU's Climate
Change Agenda “makes it imperative to make progress" towards applying the "adequate
pricing mechanisms" in all modes of transport.
Mr. Siim Kallas, new
Commissioner for
transport

EIA active in EU expert group for TEN-T policy review
This EU expert group shall discuss methodological questions for the establishment of the
revised trans-European transport network. Discussions shall in particular focus on the
methodology for a priority network, but also address questions such as the updating the
comprehensive network, missing links and network elements, or environmental objectives.
The group shall identify such needs and propose ways of how to reflect them in the revised
TEN-T Guidelines.
Experts will be separated in two groups to discuss the impact of ITS (A) as well as new
technologies (B). EIA is in the second one. This group, in light of rising fuel prices and the
requirement for de-carbonisation, shall as well discuss the broader picture related to the
introduction of new vehicle technologies and highlight infrastructure linked issues that
might influence their success. Moreover, the overall costs for the introduction of new
technologies should be estimated.
At the end, concrete common recommendations should be made, in particular with
regards to the TEN-T network and its legal base. Reference should be made to the Green
Paper on Transport which lays down the basis for the review of TEN-T Policy.
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EIA Events & Activities
March 26, Hamburg,
EIA General Assembly & Intermodal Port Hinterland Round Table

Livio Ambrogio (EIA President till
2010) and Hanja Maij Weggen (New
EIA President)

Left to right: Padideh Gutzkow (NEA),
Livio Ambrogio (EIA), Michael
Hollmann
(Moderator,
DVZ
journalist)

Peter Wolters (EIA Deputy Secretary
General) and Livio Ambrogio

EIA held its 17th General Assembly in Hamburg on 26 March 2010. It was followed by the
‘Intermodal Port Hinterland’ Round Table at the headquarters of the Hamburg Port
Authority. Both events, supported by EIA members – Port of Hamburg Marketing, Polzug
Intermodal and TFG Transfracht, gathered a selected group of key decision-makers from
intermodal transport and logistics circles.
A number of decisions were taken at the GA, including the election of a new President, Ms.
Hanja MAIJ WEGGEN, former Transport Minister in the Netherlands and former EU
Member of the EU Parliament, currently playing an active part in the political ‘Stoiber
Group’, the aim of which is to reduce bureaucracy in Europe. She replaces private
intermodal operator Livio AMBROGIO, who showed his willingness to continue to play an
active part in the Association as its Vice-President.
The Assembly accepted several new members: GEODIS; Lithuanian Railways; Port of
Hamburg Marketing; Sofia Yana Intermodal Terminal. Walter SCHULZE FREYBERG from
Polzug Intermodal was newly elected to the Steering Committee.
On March 26, DVZ journalist Michael HOLLMANN moderated lively the Intermodal Port
Hinterland Table with DB Intermodal Services, DB Schenker Rail Deutschland, the Ports of
Gothenburg, Hamburg, Klaipeda and Transfracht International, among others. The results
of the session will be published in the first EU ‘INTERMODAL YEARBOOK’ co-produced by
EIA, NEA and ISL. The yearbook in Atlas format will address subjects such as port hinterland
policies, freight flow statistics, modal split, inland terminals and networks, players, etc. For
more information, go to www.eia-ngo.com

Best Practices Compendium – now available online!

Left to right: Klaus Ebeling (EIA
Secretary General), Livio Ambrogio,
Hanja Maij Weggen, and Peter
Wolters

EIA is proud having established the first ‘EU Compendium for Freight Transport & Logistics
Best Practices’ including market cases stemming from transport and manufacturing
industry side. It describes running services and sustainable initiatives regarding their
background, motivation, main benefits, innovations, partners involved etc. These cases
have been obtained via various ongoing EU initiatives while EIA integrated it in a new
central structure and neutral design under one umbrella: eia-ngo.com/.../best-practices
with currently available 60 cases.
Practical conclusions are already being used vis-à-vis EU authorities searching for input for
legislative logistics initiatives, while the best practice cases are also used as promotion to
other market players. Future cases could be added of companies who are partner of EIA
and/or in EU funded initiatives collecting best-practices like Promit, BestLog, Viacombi and
new projects (2010/2011 onwards). Sponsors compendium: Port authority of Antwerp +
Ambrogio + Transfracht International + Polzug Intermodal + Bertschi AG + EURIFT + PTV.

Best
Practices
Compendium
This glossy single window web
application
shows
dozens
of
successful freight market cases,
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EIA representation in external events

February 10, Brussels, Marco Polo 2010 European Info Day
The Marco Polo European Info Day was organised in Brussels on 10 February 2010 by the
Directorate General for Energy & Transport of the European Commission. Over 300
participants attended the event.
Marco Polo is the European Union's funding programme for projects which shift freight
transport from the road to sea, rail and inland waterways. This means fewer trucks on the
road and thus less congestion, less pollution, and more reliable and efficient transport of
goods. The current, second Marco Polo programme runs from 2007-13 and is a
continuation of the first Marco Polo programme, which ran from 2003-2006. From 2003,
133 projects have been selected, representing 221.6 million Euros.

March 3-5, Brussels,
Galileo Application Days
On 3-5th March 2010 the European
Commission organized the “Galileo
Application days”.
Over 30 live demonstrations and
presentations of innovative applications
developed trough the EU’s 7th Framework
Programme for Research, The European
Satellite Navigation Competition, and the
ESA Technology Transfer Programme
were on public view.
With EGNOS in operation and the
development of Galileo, Europe has
demonstrated it can build advanced
satellite-based navigation infrastructure.
The event signalled Europe’s take off for
the challenge of being a world leader in
global navigation systems (GNSS).

The new project SCUTUM was represented
at the Galileo Application Days by
Antonella Di Fazio (right) from Telespazio
and Simona Tomarchio (left) from EIA.
The European Commission Vice-President,
Antonio Tajani, visited the SCUTUM stand
and met SCUTUM team.
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February 19, International Transport Forum Consultation
In preparation of the FORUM 2010 of the International Transport Forum (former
ECMT/CEMT) which will take place from 26 to 28 May in Leipzig (Germany) under the title
“Transport & Innovation – Unleashing the Potential” the international organisations were
invited to a consultative stakeholder’s survey.
The discussion was very active and touched on nearly all relevant subjects. Among them:
social responsibility, the necessity of so much standardization, the innovation transfer from
military to civil applications, different speeds of innovation in the various fields, the lack of
holistic view, various modes developing their own internal information system, the
information exchange between port and hinterland. Apart from that, the participants
discussed political topics, such as help of state to expensive updating of data or the
industry’s need of long-term orientations in short-term political world.
The FORUM 2010 is already open for registering under ITF.contact@oecd.org

February 9, Brussels, Supply Network Forum P&G
The Supply Network Forum organized by EIA Member P&G on 9 February 2010 in Brussels’
office welcomed international thought-leaders and experts from academics, associations,
retail, industry and public authorities. P&G managers from Supply Network Operations,
R&D, Information Technology or Engineering were able to leverage their knowledge and
getting inspired by trends and perspectives for a challenging Tomorrow’s Supply Network able to support sustainability and growth.
The Forum offered academic and experts presentations as well as case studies. Participants
engaged in panel and Q&A sessions, building on the diverse insights of the international
audience. The forum leveraged researches and knowledge to cover cutting edge topics such
as:
•Deep dive into Sustainability,
•Challenges of Sustainability and Growth without Trade off,
•Trends and researches about potential future innovations in Supply Network,
•Inspiring case studies from P&G and other companies.
Key note speakers: Peter Wolters (EIA), Michael Matlosz (ENSIC Nancy), Eric Ballot (Mines
ParisTech –CGS), Roel Gevaers (University of Antwerp), Nick Graham (Wincanton), Herman
Journée (Port of Amsterdam), Annick Mievis, (Colruyt N.V.-Belgium), Kurt van Donink
(Nike).
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Research
Top 10 of the best intermodal terminals in Europe
According to a study of Deutsche GVZ-Gesellschaft (www.gvz-org.de), Italy, Germany and
Spain hold the transport terminals matching the most to intermodal transport
requirements.
Here are the Top-10 rankings: Interporto Verona (I), GVZ Bremen (D), GVZ Nürnberg (D),
Interporto Bologna (I), Madrid CTC-Coslada (E), Interporto Torino (I), Interporto Nola
Campano (I), Interporto Parma (I), ZAL Barcelona (E) and GVZ Berlin-Süd (D).

The TRKC has the latest R&D on intermodal transport
The Transport Research Knowledge Centre (TRKC) hosts a wealth of information on
research activities related to transport at European and national level. You can make
detailed searches for in-depth information on funding streams and individual R&D projects
or their results.
TRKC also analyses the policy implications of European R&D projects and compile them into
Thematic Research Summaries, including:
·
·

Intermodal transport (2005)
Freight Transport (2009)

They include a brief overview of the theme before summarising relevant EU policy
developments, research results, policy implications, and future research needs. They are
available for download at: www.transport-research.info/web/publications/thematic.cfm
Policy Brochures set out how research is contributing to policy-making and transport
operations, illustrated by specific examples. They include:
·
·
·

Intermodal Freight Terminals (2006)
Urban freight transport and logistics policy (2006)
Freight intermodality (2003)

A new Policy Brochure on Freight and logistics will be published in spring 2010, this will be
available
for
download,
along
with
other
Policy
Brochures,
from:
www.transport-research.info/web/publications/policy.cfm
In addition, TKRC customised RSS feature allows you to search for information concerning
intermodal freight transport (or any other query, that's entirely up to you) and then
subscribe to the RSS feed based on the results to receive an update whenever a new
programme or project profile is uploaded.
Moreover, you can also subscribe to the TRKC e-bulletin, a free electronic newsletter, at:
www.transport-research.info/web/forms/subscription_details.cfm
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Marco Polo Call for Proposals 2010
Entrepreneurs in the transport and logistics sector who want to contribute toward
achieving modal shift (taking freight from the road to rail, inland waterway transport or
short sea shipping) have the opportunity to apply for subsidy from the European
Commission. The programme is specifically intended to help cover initial losses of new
intermodal services and logistical innovations. Applying for participation in the programme
is possible once a year. The new call for proposals opened in March 2010 and will close on
18 May. This call contains some important changes to make it more attractive compared to
the calls of the previous years.
What are the Most Important Changes?
1 It is now possible for individual companies to submit a proposal; in the past only
international consortia could apply.
2 The participation thresholds, for instance in terms of modal shift, have been reduced
significantly.
3 The modal shift of empty containers and empty trucks will be included in the calculations,
which makes it easier to reach the thresholds.
4 In addition, there will be a political priority for inland waterway transport and Motorways
of the Sea (short sea shipping). This means there is a lower threshold in terms of modal
shift and these projects have a higher chance of actually receiving subsidy.
€ 64 Million Available
It is absolutely worthwhile to take this programme into consideration. A total of € 64
million is available for start-up subsidies for projects with viable business plans. The project
that is put forward for subsidy is not allowed to constitute an undue distortion of
competition. This means that the subsidy cannot be used to gain a competitive advantage
over existing intermodal services.
For many companies, preparing and submitting a grant application is an activity that has to
take place in addition to their regular operational activities. This can mean that insufficient
resources are available to pay the necessary attention to the many relevant details and to
comply with the strict deadlines. Due to the increasing popularity of the programme it is
becoming more and more important to submit a high quality proposal to have a real chance
of receiving funding. Therefore EIA acts like a single window and first starting point to
obtain free of charge assistance for those members who are willing to apply for Marco
Polo funding. Our members and partners can also use the in-depth expertise of NEA
Transport Research & Training and ISL (Institut für Seeverkehrswirtschaft und Logistik).
Please contact EIA secretariat for more details.
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EU Projects
SCUTUM launched
SCUTUM (SeCUring the EU GNSS adopTion in the dangeroUs Material transport) is a
European Research & Development project, aimed at a wide adoption of Satellite
Navigation EGNOS/Galileo based technology and services for the safe hazardous goods
transport management.
Because of its enhanced stability and accuracy, ENI, a leading Italian oil company, operating
at international level, is presently using EGNOS to monitor its fleet (more than one
thousand of vehicles) transporting hydrocarbon in Italy.
Based on the ENI experience in Italy, SCUTUM implements a best practise programme
performing EGNOS large-scale trials in Europe. The ENI/ Italian system will be extended on
a cross-border basis towards a wider adoption of EGNOS in neighbouring countries Austria
and France for further extension to other Member States and other freight types.
The authorities involved in the trials (Italy’s and France’s Ministry of Transport) will validate
benefits and value of EGNOS providing guaranteed tracking & tracing services supporting
enhanced safety.
www.scutumgnss.eu

EWITA
www.ewita.info

The two e-learning platforms providing up-to-date training concepts and state-of-the-art elearning web platforms for intermodal IWT will be launched by July 2010! They will include
three different learning levels for Beginners, Advanced and Professional.

EIRAC
www.eirac.eu
‘The European Intermodal Resarch Advisory Council’
The 8th EIRAC Plenary is going to be held on 23 - 24 June in Wiesbaden (Frankfurt,
Germany).
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TELLIBOX

www.tellibox.eu

‘Intelligent MegaSwap Boxes for Advanced Intermodal Freight Transport’
After a series of dedicated brainstorming workshops whose aim were to choose the design
better combining the advantages of containers and swapbodies the trimodal Megaswapbox
will be produced by spring 2010 and real demonstrations are envisaged in order to test the
box.

SMART-CM

www.smart-cm.eu

The EIA has chosen to be partner in the largest intermodal project ever dedicated to
streamlining and adding value to new ‘single windows’ for data exchange between the
logistics industry, terminal operators and customs.
In 2009, various reports have been produced within SmartCM, some of them are public,
others only for internal (partner) use. An important intermediate report is the ‘Global
Container Supply Chain Compendium’. A description of a supply chain structure and design
issues have been made in detail; a focus on vulnerabilities and resilience of supply chains;
an introduction of the main actors in the supply chain; the role of customs and finally, a
chapter with bottlenecks in ports and hinterland.
Improving Supply chain event management (SCEM) is a crucial element in SmartCM. SCEM
describes the fundamental business problem of disturbances and deviations caused by the
outside factors, and inter-organizational process failures which result in the inability to
meet the requirement of customer orders. SCEM attempts to identify, as early as possible,
the resulting deviations between the plan and its execution across the multitude of
processes and actors in the supply chain to trigger corrective actions according to any
predefined rules. The term SCEM indicates both a management concept and a software
solution.
Standardisation issues related to the latter has been mandated to the EIA, to be further
discussed within CEN (as pre-step to ISO).
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Coming events
30.11-2.12.2010, Amsterdam,
Intermodal Europe to deliver the best show yet
Intermodal Europe 2010, the event dedicated to all aspects of intermodalism, takes place in
Amsterdam, The Netherlands, this year. Industry executives, from all transport sectors, will
be able to source the latest innovations, gather market information and take part in a series
of topical debates, at the show from 30 November – 2 December 2010. EIA is supporting
the event by inviting selected speakers, organizing a dedicated workshop and the
Intermodal Award ceremony during the show.
This year’s event will feature a series of free-to-attend conference sessions that will explore
a wide range of issues affecting the road, rail and maritime transport and logisitics sectors.
A host of high profile and respected speakers will offer delegates a unique insight into the
industry and allow them to take part in debates shaping the future of intermodalism.
Alongside the conference sessions, leading suppliers from the road, rail and maritime
sectors will be showcasing their latest innovations at the Intermodal Europe 2010
Exhibition. Dedicated to all modes of transport, the exhibition is the perfect place to source
equipment, systems, technology and services.
Philip Hunter, Event Director of Intermodal Europe 2010, commented: “We are pleased to
announce that Intermodal Europe will be hosted by the Port of Amsterdam this year. The
event will cover all aspects of intermodal transport and feature the latest product
innovations alongside free-to-attend conference sessions. We are looking forward to
welcoming the rail, road and maritime transport sectors to Amsterdam.”
For further information please visit www.intermodal-events.com or contact Philip Hunter at
Intermodal Europe 2010 on +44 (0)20 7017 4395 / phunter@iirx.co.uk.
·

19-22.04.2010 Global Port and Marine Operations 2010 – The 7th International IHMA
Congress : www.globalportoperations.com

·

27-29.04.2010 Multimodal 2010, Birmingham, UK : www.multimodal.org.uk

·

28.04.2010 CERGAL, Rostock, Germany : www.dgon.de/content/cergal2010_cfp.php

·

27-30.04.2010 TransRussia, Moscow Expocentr, Russia : www.transrussia.ru/eng

·

7.05.2010 European Corridor Conference Rotterdam – Genoa, Mannheim, Germany :
www.code-24.eu

·

10-11.05.2010 AMAA – 14th International Forum on Advanced Microsystems for
Automotive Applications : www.amaa.de

·

11.05.2010 European Technology Platforms, Brussels, Belgium :
ec.europa.eu/invest-in-research/policy/eu_tech_platform_en.htm
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·

13.05.2010 B2B LOCO Conference, Poznan, Poland :
www.b2bloco.eu/events/13may.html

·

18-20.05.2010 RORO 2010, Messe Bremen, Germany : www.roroex.com

·

25-27.05.2010 International Rail Forum, Valencia, Spain :
www.railforum.net/irf/ing/irf.asp

·

26-28.05.2010 International Road Federation World Meeting 2010, Lisbon, Portugal :
www.irf2010.com

·

26-28.05.2010 International Transport Forum, Leipzig, Germany :
www.internationaltransportforum.org

·

7-10.06.2010 Transport Research Arena, Brussels, Belgium : www.traconference.eu

·

8-10.06.2010 Toulouse Space Show, Toulouse, France : www.toulousespaceshow.eu

·

8-10.06.2010 TOC Europe 2010, Valencia, Spain : www.tocevents-europe.com

·

22.06.2010 Effectiveness of EU Rail Policy, Brussels, Belgium : www.railpolicy.eu

·

14-15.09.2010 Transport Security Expo, London, UK : www.transec.com

·

20-22.09.2010 Cool Logistics 2010, Hamburg, Germany :
www.coollogisticsconference.com

·

21-24.09.2010 InnoTrans 2010, Berlin, Germany :
www1.messe-berlin.de/vip8_1/website/Internet/Internet/www.innotrans/englisch

·

5-7.10.2010 Transtec 2010, St. Petersburg, Russia :
transtec.transtec-neva.com/about.html

·

19-21.10.2010 ENC GNSS 2010, Braunschweig, Germany : www.enc-gnss2010.org

·

25-29.10.2010 17th ITS World Congress, Busan, South-Korea : www.itsworldcongress.kr

·

28-29.10.2010 8th Intermodal Africa, Cape Town, South Africa

·

4-5.11.2010 3rd Conference on ICT for Transport Logistics (ECITL), Bremen, Germany :
www.ecitl.eu

·

4-6.11.2010 Logitrans – Transport Logistics Fair, Istanbul, Turkey : www.logitrans.com.tr
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